
00:16:39 Rita Perea: Hi everyone! Glad to be with you today :) 

00:20:13 Rita Perea: Gianni, which Crypto did you purchase? So exciting! 

00:20:28 Merriman Market Analyst: Ethereum and Bitcoin... MARA and RIOT stocks 

00:21:31 Rita Perea: Thank you for sharing Gianni. 

00:29:04 Mathieu Kaiser: maybe I missed Something: why did you choose to focus on Saturn 

rather than any other planet? 

00:29:46 Mathieu Kaiser: thanks 

00:30:59 Merriman Market Analyst: Saturn air :-) 

00:35:01 Merriman Market Analyst: Saturn aries next?? 

00:36:40 Merriman Market Analyst: Wow! Saturn/Neptune conjunct in the feb 2026 

00:38:47 Ibrahim Koné: Did you observed some double bottoms evidences for the 8.88 year 

cycle? 

00:53:39 Rita Perea: Great job, Kyle!  Thank you for your work as a Math HS teacher.  Your 

students are blessed to have you! 

00:53:42 Merriman Market Analyst: excellent presentation, Kyle! 

00:53:53 Mathieu Kaiser: many thanks Kyle! 

00:53:55 MJ: Fantastic analysis and info design!! 

00:53:56 Eleonore Charrez: great insights !!!! Many thanks !! 

00:54:00 shanna forlano: Very interesting - thank you 

00:54:03 adam childs: thank you great research 

00:54:10 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Amazing 

00:54:20 Merriman Market Analyst: fantastic work! 

00:54:21 Mathieu Kaiser: very interesting remarks on the Relationship between CTB/ETB and 

position trading! 

00:54:21 Dian Brown: WOW!  Great insight! Thanks so much Kyle. 

00:54:50 darri murphy: Fascinating and impressive 

00:54:54 huifang boo: Thank you! 

00:55:07 Sergio Paneque: Excellent...thanks, Kyle! 

00:55:34 Ibrahim Koné: Very cool presentation thanks Kyle 

00:55:52 Kyle May: Thank you, everyone! 



00:55:52 darri murphy: Loved all of your presentation and your presentation software.  

Where can we get it? 

00:57:41 Kyle May: I am willing to share the presentation.  I can email a PDF.  If you email 

me at kmay78@yahoo.com, then I will respond with a copy of the PDF. 

00:59:14 Kyle May: If I understand the question correctly, the software is an iPad and Apple 

Pencil using the GoodNotes App.  I created a Google Slide, saved it as a PDF document, and imported 

the PDF into GoodNotes.  GoodNotes can be shared directly into a Zoom meeting through the iPad. 

01:01:01 Kyle May: Thank you, again, everyone!  My son has a baseball game in a few 

minutes, so I will be leaving the meeting.  Please email me any thoughts or observations you noticed I 

may have missed.  This is a great community, and I appreciate everyone’s willingness to share their 

findings.  See you all in next week! 

01:18:11 Vincent Wang: I was observing that that unfolded 

01:19:36 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, right to the date last week - last Monday was the 

low 

01:22:23 Mathieu Kaiser: the thing is a retrograde planet is brighter, hence more powerful, 

according to Vedic astrology 

01:24:37 darri murphy: coud Uranus Sun Merucry be adding Commercial space flight industry to 

stocks? 

01:25:07 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, good application of astrology to market 

terminology and sectors, Darri 

01:26:04 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, opposition +/- 60 degrees to outer planbets, but 

conjunction to inner planets 

01:30:41 darri murphy: venus just opposed jupiter 

01:31:39 adam childs: I think Venus Jupiter is strong in bitcoin 

01:38:06 Merriman Market Analyst: That wuld make a good study for Course 3 research too, 

Adam 

01:39:25 adam childs: I was thinking of looking at that for my project :-) 

01:40:09 Mathieu Kaiser: is that the Aries chart or the real chart of the FRB? 

01:40:30 Mathieu Kaiser: (as we have the time of Birth, we could set up the real chart) 

01:41:37 Merriman Market Analyst: It is aries chart. The actual chart would be about 18-19 

Cancer rising. 

01:42:54 Merriman Market Analyst: We use Aries charts because not everyone knows how 

to calculate horoscopes and we advertise we are not going to trach how to calculate. But if you do, then 

by all means, use the houses and actual signs on houses 



01:43:23 Mathieu Kaiser: ok, thank you for clarifying this 

01:44:12 BETH WOODY: If Asc is Cancer on the Fed Chart then this puts Pluto in 12th house-this 

has interesting connotations of hidden power manipulations. Something to be aware of. 

01:45:02 MJ: how do you read it? 

01:46:06 Eleonore Charrez: for the fed chart houses 2, 5 and 8 are "empty of planets". no 

link to savings, specultion, nor managing money for clients,  does that have any impact on their role on 

the markets ? 

01:48:23 MJ: Saturn was near Full Moon last night 

02:02:05 Eleonore Charrez: the last mentioned , the natal chart 

02:02:15 Eleonore Charrez: thanks Gianni 

02:20:35 Eleonore Charrez: COIN may be a good crypto alternative as the crypto exchange 

02:20:42 din Uppal: Thank you Gianni, that is very interesting. 

02:22:04 huifang boo: Jupiter will be retrograding back to Aquarius, will that possibly be an 

uptrend for crypto? 

02:22:10 Eleonore Charrez: sure , fully agree. a correlation analysis to cryptos may be 

interesting 

02:25:36 Ali Alvarado Atias: Testfor this course? 

02:25:55 Ali Alvarado Atias: Perfect,TY! 

02:26:19 huifang boo: Thank you! 

02:26:19 adam childs: Thank you :-) 

02:26:19 Maya Bothe: Thanx Gianni, byye 

02:26:25 Ali Alvarado Atias: TY 


